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Our 2017 catalog shows a different mix of products than our website.  It's a collection of business gifts, 
promotional products, and event accessories from our most trusted suppliers and importers.  

I'm confident you'll be pleased with all of the items inside!  
But you are busy and we know that!
So here are 10 recommended items, selected from the nearly 100 pages of quality products.

If you find something you like in our catalog, please call us.  
There's a good chance you’ll get a discount. ☺

Grids are easy to read, so here you go:

Top 10 Gift Recommendations from our 2017 Catalog

This messenger style tote 
bag has a clever zipper that 
runs along both sides and 
the bottom.  If you are gving 
away lots of goodies or 
marketing materials at your 
event, you can unzip to 
expand the bag from flat to 
4.5 inches deep! 

27Essex Expandable ToteTradeshow BagUnder $5

If your laptop bag is like 
mine, it takes beating!  This 
bag can stand up to frequent 
use. The straps are super 
comfortable.  The design is 
smart. The materials and 
construction are durable. 
And it has pockets for a 15-
17” laptop and a tablet.

17Basecamp Ascent Laptop 
Backpack.

Executive GiftsAround $25

Why It Made This List:Find it on page:Check this out:If your category is:If your budget is:
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This hard cover bound 
booklet holds a nice supply 
of sticky flags and small 
sticky notes.  Perfect for 
note-taking at seminars and 
workshops.  Handy item for 
your laptop bag or desk.  It’s 
a favorite among my 
customers who hold training 
events!

41Sticky Flag BookTradeshow 
Giveaways, Event 
Promos, or Office 
Accessory

Under $2

This metal pen has a 
substantial feeling in your 
hand, without being too 
heavy.  The grip pads are 
well placed.  And the ink 
writes smoothly and easily.

35Stylus Classic Click PenPensUnder $2

This tote bag is conservative 
without being boring.  It 
comes in a nice selection of 
colors.  It’s well constructed. 
The quality is nice enough 
for embroidery. We can also 
silkscreen it to save you 
some money.

28Transport It ToteSpeaker, 
Volunteer, or 
Employee Gifts

Under $10

Why It Made this ListFind it on page:The product is:If your category is:If your budget is:
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We love these so much 
we’ve used them to promote 
our company.  Nice quality 
cloth cleans screens for 
phones, tablets, laptops, 
GPS, and more.  A business 
card fits into the vinyl pouch.  
So much potential for such 
an affordable promotional 
item!  Large color selection.

706x6 Ultra Opper Fiber 
Cleaning Cloth in a Vinyl 
Pouch

Promotional 
Product

Under $2

This conveniently sized ‘hard 
shell’ wallet has an added 
bonus of RFID protection.  
Block your magnetic card 
stripes from being scanned.

The accordion organizer 
holds cards, cash and ID. 
Men and women love to 
receive convenient gifts like 
this!

67RFID Blocking Aluminum 
Wallet

Affordable Tech 
Gift

Under $5

This classic portfolio gets a 
millenial make-over from an 
integrated powerbank that is 
built into the cover.  Charge 
your phone and take notes 
in the same device!  We 
carry a smaller size too.  
The modern flecked gray 
shade is a nice alternative to 
the classic black cover.

62Fremont Powerbank PortfolioExecutive

Technology Gift

Over $25

Why It Made this ListFind it on page:The product is:If your category is:If your budget is:
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This is my ‘go-to’ table cover 
for customers who run 
booths at multiple events.  It 
expands from 6 feet to 8 
feet, so it works on the two 
most popular sizes of event 
tables.  It comes in decent 
selection of cloth colors.  We 
imprint your logo in full color.

858 Foot Convertible Table 
Throw

Event Accessory

This dual-purpose bag has 
been one of my favorites for 
years.  The cooler lining zips 
out, so you can use it as a 
cooler or a small duffle bag.  
My family uses a green one 
for our day trips and car 
trips.  The cooler lining is 
super durable.  Highly 
reliable & functional gift!  
Nice selection of colors too.

8212 Can Convertible  Cooler 
Duffle

Employee GiftsAround $20

Why It Made this ListFind it on page:The product is:If your category is:If your budget is:

You can access our 2017 catalog on our website at www.promomento.com. And here’s a link to it:
You'll need a recent version of Adobe Flash to view the catalog:

http://www.zoomcats.com/catalog/aimsmarter-promomento

Compiled by Jennifer Katus, PMP 


